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PRESS RELEASE

* To be released immediately

KAZA, AN INSPIRATIONAL MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT

IN THE HEART OF SEMINYAK

Bali, January 28, 2020 – Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak is excited to announce the opening of

KAZA Inspirational Dining, the crown jewel of the Kanvaz dining venues. Located on the second

floor at Kanvaz Village Resort Seminyak Hotel, Jalan Petitenget no. 188, Seminyak, Badung, Bali.

Created by Chris Janssens of award-winning Le Quartier in Jakarta, Kaza draws its inspiration from

the larger Mediterranean regions revered for the warmest hospitality traditions and incredible

versatile yet elegant and sumptuous food cultures. With its name being a playful wordplay of the

Spanish word casa or home, Kaza warmly welcomes guests so everyone feels right at home.

At the helm of Kaza is resident Chef de Cuisine, Cyril Boulais who started his culinary career in

Paris almost twenty years ago. Chef Cyril has spent years perfecting his craft at several Michelin-

starred restaurants around the globe, before beginning his tenure at Kaza. Putting forward the

simplicity of the dishes, he cooks using classic and modern techniques, focusing on the produce to

complement and bring out the flavor notes from each ingredient. After being inspired by cooking

shows in his childhood, Chef Cyril continued his journey on presenting ingredient-focused dishes,

all while exploring the possibilities of creations with flavors, taste association, and textures.

Kaza’s menu is creatively crafted and curated offering family shared appetizers to the freshest

seafood with timeless classic main dishes, some cooked over wood and charcoal fire. Looking for

that extra special attention, entrust the talented Chef to prepare a delicate tasting menu prepared

only with the finest ingredients sourced locally from Bali, Lombok or imported from the best world

markets. A complete wine list features world renowned château as well as new world wines,

vintage champagnes and aged liquors. Kaza’s Manager is right there by your side to assist in the

selection or suggest with wine pairing.

Opening hours for Pre-Dinner cocktails and Small Bites start from 16.00 with the extensive Dinner

Menu served from 18.00 – 22.00 or until the last patron leaves. Kaza is fully air-conditioned and

boasts an ever-romantic atmosphere overlooking the lagoon swimming pool with a configuration
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easily seating up to 80 people. The private room comfortably hosts up to 16 people. Additionally,

two iconic Chef tables are centered in the theatrical adorned show kitchen and allows guests to

fully absorb the exciting culinary energy.

Both Kaza’s resident Chef de Cuisine, and the Restaurant Manager are there to personally

welcome you at the picturesque walk-through kitchen, ensuring even the smallest requests are

passionately attended too with sumptuous quality and warmest details. Kaza aims to provide a

homey atmosphere where everyone is greeted like an old friend, with returning guests being

welcomed back by their favorite dishes and drinks.

Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak offers a complete holiday experience, providing guests with;

upscale boutique accommodation. Dining options consist of, The Terrace an all-day dining alfresco

outlet, R.U.CoCo a street-side Asian Bistro, Kaza Inspirational Dining, Reflections Sky Bar,

Elemental Spa and Gym facilities, a lagoon pool, Atelier a chill out co-space, atelier courtyard, easy

access to cultural events and an array of retail outlets.

All set in the heart of Seminyak’s happenings, Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak is within walking

distance to the beach where you can indulge in a picturesque sunset session while sipping a

refreshing cocktail or fresh young coconut by the beach. Our resort is also a short stroll to

Seminyak’s fashionable street where high-end designer boutiques are lined up side-to-side with

the trendiest dining and entertainment venues in the area.

Offering a multifaceted luxurious getaway, Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak welcomes travelers

seeking complete sophisticated lifestyle in Bali’s most vibrant spot, Seminyak.

ABOUT KANVAZ VILLAGE RESORT, SEMINYAK

Rest and recharge yourself in one of our 147 premier rooms and 8 suites. Spacious and well-

appointed accommodations with modern amenities, the rooms are reinforced by our attentive

service. Slumber in our signature bed fabricated with pure comforting pleasure in mind and

refresh in a contemporary designed bathroom, lavishly appointed with bathtub or rainforest

shower.
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